SUMMER IMPROVEMENTS

It is pleasing to those returning to the Institute to note the distinct betterments that have been effected over the summer. "Great Court Groovesh," unsatisfied and even, and the Lounger find in these summer improvements a sudden look to their tireless labors on the dead uncomfortableness of Technology Hall. Not having an artistically critical ability we attempt no critical comment other than to report completion of work that has been done and a feeling of accord in its further protrusion.

The fitting war memorial in the main lobby is fitting in its admirable simplicity, and the renovation of the main hall to Walker to Murray with a serenely beautiful is a noticeable improvement to those whose aesthetic sense saw a deficiency of colors in the old hall. What the responsible for this reedecorating are to be especially commended. These visible evidences of an improvement policy by the Institute, occasioned by the studiousness of the presiding expression of appreciation denotes a creditable interest in whatever goes to make Technology more and more beautiful. The almost inscrutably beautiful has visions of a Technology-beautiful can see in these improvements the leisurely fruit of those canal daydreams and the done plans and the done work and the accomplishment of their anticipations. What pleasure has been the result of the absence of improvements ill-arranged for a lack of consideration of conservatoire finance and a failure to realize that the improvement and growth of the Institute depends first upon the engragement and betterment of the most essential things—parts that are not superficially noticeable in the rest of the beautiful.

THE TECH

Young Men's Autumn Suits

At Scott's—Priced at $45

The matter of clothes is only a matter of virile refinement. The color, quality of fabric and character of cut—all must bespeak a sense of able-bodied dexterity.

The strength of personality is not inconsequently revealed in the restraint observed in our attire. Any young gentleman's clothes should demonstrate the science of taste as a manly art.

Scott's Young Men's Styles are correct, and obtained for your manly importance. Single and double breasted two or three piece models, regulation collegiate trousers.

Our own distinctive creations.

Priced $45 to $60.—Ready-to-wear.

Scott's Company

335 to 380 Washington Street, Boston

SCOTT'S COMPANY

HEATER & SPRAY TYPWRITERS COMPANY

50-52 ARCH ST, BOSTON

Expert Dancing Instruction

Professor LOUIS M. LERNER'S
Academy of Dancing The School of Authority

353 Mass Ave.
Boston

Telephone Back Bay 9383-0934

QUICK RESULTS GUARANTEED

BY THE LERNER METHOD OF TEACHING

SPECIAL COURSES AND RATES TO STUDENTS

Personal instruction by Professor Lerner and his expert staff of lady and gentleman teachers. All the fashionable chalet, ballet, college, etc. Dancing.

STUDENT

REAL SOCIALS ANNUALLY

TO-LET

The relatively furnished studios, appropriately equipped.

CIRCULAR ORDER

ORDER ON REQUEST

Why Did You Enter College?

To Advance your Education

The Boston Evening Transcript with its wealth of educational and literary news will also advance your education

Its School and College Sport Pages Its School and College News are the best and most complete in all New England

START YOUR COLLEGE YEAR RIGHT BY MAKING

THE TRANSCRIPT YOUR READING HABIT